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Synopsis: Borate and silicate slag melts should be considered as associated
liquids.
In order to describe their properties the model of associated
solutions has been chosen.
Various properties which depend additively on
the ratio of the associates in slag melts have been calculated. They show
very satisfactor y agreement with the experimenta l data.
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I. Introductio n
In the talk I would like to present the main results of thermodynam ic
studies carried out at the Institute of Silicate Chemistry of Russian
Academy of Sciences in St.Petersbu rg.
A number of methods has been worked
out to interpret
the results obtained.
The first one enables the
regularitie s experimenta lly observed for melts and glasses to be adequately
described on the basis of the thermodynam ic data available for crystalline
compounds of correspondi ng system.
I would like to note that we'll consider only binary borate and
s i l i ea te glasses and melts.
However the proposed approaches would apply
equally to any other glass-formir ig system including multi-compo nent ones.
II. Experimenta l
Let us consider results obtained by the electro-mot ive force and
solution calorimetry methods.
Using them the following systems have been
studied: M20•B203 ( M = Li,Na,K,Rb, Cs ), M20·Si02 ( M = Li,Na;K ).
Figs. 1 and 2 Ca,b) show the concentrati on dependencie s of enthalpies
of formation for glasses and crystals and Gibbs energies for melts are
calculated from experimenta l
results for
the following reaction of
formation:
x•M20 + y•B203 = x•M20 • y•B203 , where ( X*+ y•) = 1.
Cl)
Analysis of these data has led to a choice of the model that describes
properties of melts and glasses on the basis of minimum of assumptions and
without use of adjustable parameters.
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III. Discussion

Reasons for choosing the model.
Let us consider what our reasons were for choosing the model.
The
systems considered are formed by the components of different chemical
nature, namely, by basic and acidic oxides. They are donors and acceptors
of electrons.
Therefore, being in contact under certain conditions (for
example, at high temperature ) they inevitably int·eract and form salt-like
products.
This is confirmed by large negative values of Gibbs free
energies and enthalpies of formation of melts, glasses and crystals (see
Figs. 1 and 2 ).
The character of the dependencies given in these
figures indicates that < within the studied concentration ranges
melts
are single-phase and, hence, should be considered as solutions ( by
definition the latter is
applicable to homogeneous systems of variable
compositions
formed
by
two
or several
components
).
Taking into
consideration the above-mentioned interaction of oxides that results in the
formation .of salt-like products, it is easy to understand that these
products are the components of the solutions discussed.
Obviously, the
products are similar in their stoichiometry to the crystalline compounds
shown in the phase diagrams of the systems considered. One may assume that
the structural similarity exists as well.
In addition, it is possible that
certain associates that have no crystalline analogues are also available in
melts.
From what has been said it fol lows that the most logical approach to
the description of glass-forming melts formed by the components of
different chemical nature is the use of the model of associated solutions
that results from the approach used by De Donde for the description of the
systems with a chemical interaction of their components.
The proposed
approach is also applicable to glasses if they are single-phase.
Advarrtages of the model when it is used for oxide systems.
The model of ideal associated solutions was worked out by Prigogin in
the 1940s for molecular organic solutions. When applied to oxide melts, it
has certain advantages.
1).
In oxide systems the substances forming solutions are strictly
defined, according to their phase diagrams;
2). For many oxide systems reliable information on free energies of
formation of crystalline compounds is available.
Hence, the equilibrium
constants of the formation processes are also known. Due to the knowledge
of these values we may avoid the use of adjustable parameters in the model
used.
Assumptions made.
Several assumptions are made in the model. They are as follows:
1). Solutions formed by salt-like associates and unreacted oxides are
supposed to be ideal.
2). To simplify calculations we take into consideration only the
formation of salt-like products . . The existence in melts of any other
associates is neglected, although we can't deny the possibility of their
formation.
But according to our estimation, Gibbs free energies of
formation of these associates are approximately by an order of magnitude
smaller than those of salt-like groupings.
3). Finally, in this model there are certain aspects that need a more
detailed consideration. For example, this is the problem of polymerization
in melts and glasses of original glass-forming components C B20a or Si02 )
and salt-like products. This phenomenon should be taken into consideration
but as a first approximation, we neglect it because - according to our
estimation - the inaccuracy resulted from this neglect is compared with an
experimental error of determination of thermodynamic potentials.
Mathematical Basis
Now we'll briefly consider the mathematical bases of the model.
For
this purpose we'll take a sodium borate melt.
According to the phase
diagram of the system within the studied concentration range there are four
compounds Na20·B20a, Na20·2B20a, Na20•3B20a, Na20•4B20a that form in melts
according to the following reaction:
Na20 + n B20a = Na20 • n B20a
(2)
where
n
= 1
4
In addition to these borates, the unreacted sodium and boron oxides
are always available in melts.
Thus the melts are formed by 6 main
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structu ral units: 4 borates and 2 oxides .
Their equilib
concen tration
in melts are describ ed by the followi ng system of equatiorium
ns:
X1:1
X1 : 2
K1 =
(3)
c4)
XNa
Xe

.

Ka

=

x 1: 3

.

Xe 3

XNa
XNa* = n1:1 + n1:2
Xe* = n1:1 + 2n1:2
nl

L nl

x 1:4

c5)
+
+

n1:3 + n1:4 + nNa
3n1:s + 4n1:4 + ne

c6)
(7)
(8)

(9)-(14 )

where K1··•K4 are the equilib rium consta nts of the borate
formati on
process es presen ted by the reactio n (2).
X1:1•·· X1:4, XNa and Xe are the
equilib rium concen tration s of salt-li ke groupin gs and unreac
ted oxides in
melts and glasses ;
n1:1••• n1:4,
are the numbers of moles of
these
structu ral units; X r:.. and Xe * represe nt the analyt ical
compos ition
of the melt (glass) consid ered, that is these are mole
oxides when the melt (glass) compos ition is express ed as Xfractio ns of both
Na Na20 • X ~
B20a, where C XNa + X ~) = 1.
Index i is referre d to various salt-li ke
groupin gs availab le in melts or glasse s.
In the above system equatio ns (3)-(6) are the law of
mass action
written in an ideal form for the reactio n C2).
The equatio ns (7) and (8)
are the expres sions for the law of mass balanc e.
They establi sh a
relatio nship between the melt (glass) compos ition and numbers
of salt-li ke
groupin gs and unreac ted oxides availab le in the melt (glass)
.
In Fig.3 the concen tration depend ences of calcula ted and experim
ental
chemic al potent ials of alkali and boron oxides in lithium
,
sodium
and
potassi um borate melts are shown.
The calcula ted depend
are depicte d
by crosses for 1 i thi um, sodium and potassi um oxides and ences
by filled circles
for boron oxides .
It is seen that in almost all the systems the calcula ted
and experim ental depend ences coincid e within the limits of
the experim ental
error.
This
means
that
the
model
used
satisfa ctorily
describ es
thermod ynamic
proper ties
of
oxide
melts.
CHere
the whole set
of
thermod ynamic potent ials is meant
this is proved by corresp onding
calcula tions that are not presen ted in this talk.)
Accord ing to our
calcula tions the above statem ent is true for glasses as well.
It is importa nt to note that all reactio ns occurri ng in melts
should
be taken into consid eration .
This is illustr ated by the depende nce shown
in Fig.3 for sodium oxide that is calcula ted neglec ting
the formati on of
one of the compou nds, namely , sodium tetrabo rate (these date
are depicte d
by triang les).
It is seen that this neglec t consid erably changes the
charac ter of
the depend ence and
the
latter differs much from
the
experim ental results .
In additio n to the equilib rium concen tration s of the unreact
in melts and glasse s, the solutio n of the system of equatio ed oxides
ns (3)-(14 )
gives inform ation on the conten t of various salt-li ke groupin
Their
ratio charac terizes the chemic al structu re of melts and glasses gs.
[l,
Let us show that the knowled ge of the values nl that is quanti2].
ties of
salt-li ke groupin gs determ ined from the system enables various
proper
ties
of glasses and melts to be calcula ted.
On the basis of the model used
Gibbs free energy of formati on of melts from oxides may
be express ed as
f 011 ows:
tl G:t = L nl • tlG1° + RT Ln.i • ln X.i
(15)
where tlG1°is the standar d free energy of formati on of
a crysta lline
compou nd; n1 is the number of moles of salt-li ke groupin gs
the number of moles of all structu ral groupin gs molar (both in a melt; nj is
salt-li ke units
and unreac ted oxides ); X.i is
the
equilib rium concen tration s
The values n1, n.i and X.i depend on temper ature , pressu re in a melt.
and a melt
compos ition.
Hence, equatio n (15) is the equatio n of state for our
sys terns. Theref ore using it, and certain thermod ynamic relatio
nships , one
may determ ine various physica l proper ties of melts as deriva
tives
of Gibbs
energy of their formati on with respec t to differe nt parame
ters.
These
proper ties are: molar volume s, isother mal compr essibil ity,
heat
capaci
ty,
coeffic ient of thermal expans ion etc.
They are calcula ted accordi ng to the
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following equations .
(16)

4 Cp = -T C

(17)

)

T,X"'
4 a =
4

v

(18)

ClT

ClP·ClT
Clo.G

= (-

ClP

= Lni

)

(19)

T ,X"'

ClCo.G/T)

(20)
)
= L4Hi 0
P,X
ClT
The derivativ es in the left-hand sides of the equations (16)-(20) are
thermodyn amic definitio ns of the propertie s considere d. The expressio ns in
the right-han d sides are obtained when different iated Gibbs energies are
that is the model used enables
written according to equation (15),
propertie s of melts and glasses to be presented as shown above.
Eq n s . Cl 6 ) - ( 2 0 ) d e s c r i b e c o n c e n t r a t i o n depend enc i e s o f the co n s i de red
In addition, analyzing the equations it
propertie s of melts and glasses.
is possible to explain the character of temperatu re dependenc ies of these
When a melt is cooled from a certain high temperatu re down to
propertie s.
temperatu res close to those of glass transitio n region, changes in melt
propertie s are de.termine d by temperatu re changes of all the parameter s
available in the right-han d sides of eqns. (16)-(20) At temperatu res lower
Therefore the
than T,. chemical processes occurring in melts are frozen.
change any
not
do
groupings
salt-like
of
numbers
g
values n 1 presentin
At temperatu res lower than T.. changes in
longer and become constant.
propertie s of glasses are determine d only by changes of these propertie s
being constant
n1
values
the
compounds ,
crystalli ne
available
for
multiplie rs in the products that are the first terms in the right-han d
In eqns. (3)-(5) derivativ es of the values ni with
sides of eqns.(2)- (5).
respect to temperatu re and pressure become equal to zero. Graphica lly this
is revealed in a known abrupt character of temperatu re changes of the
As to molar
values 4Cp, 4a and 4(1 within the glass transitio n region.
there is a
region
this
in
glasses,
of
formation
of
s
eathalpie
and
volumes
This break
cies.
dependen
re
temperatu
break observed in the graphs of their
results from different rates of changes in the propertie s of melts Cwhen
the values 4V1°, 4H1° and n1 are variable) and of glasses Cwhen the values
n1 are constant) .
Using the above equations derived on the basis of the model of ideal
it is shown that the considere d propertie s of
associate d solutions ,
glasses are the additive functions of the following products (written here
for molar volume):
(21)
V = Ln j • Vj 0
4 H = -T ( - - -

j

0
is molar volume of a correspon ding
where V is molar volume of a glass, VJ
moles in a glass.
crystalli ne compound, nJ is number of its
Using eqn.[21] we have calculate d molar volumes of lithium borate
glasses. Calculati ons were based on informati on about molar volumes of
crystalli ne compounds Cit was taken from reference books) and on the
The
knowledge of the content of various structura l groupings in glasses.
available
the
with
together
(crosses)
Fig.4
in
shown
are
results
experimen tal data (circles) . The deviation of calculate d values from
experimen tal ones does not exceed approxim ately 5 %.
From what I have said it follows that using the model of ideal
associate d solutions thermodyn amic and other physical propertie s of glasses
and melts can be assesed with a satisfact ory accuracy on the basis of data
This approach allows
available for crystalli ne compounds of the system.
necessary for a
usually
is
it
as
ts
experimen
many
as
perform
to
not
may restrict his
one
namely,
system,
certain
a
detailed study of glasses of
study by an investiga tion of crystalli ne compounds instead of studying
glasses of many different compositi ons within a desirable concentra tion
range.
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IV. Conclusions
It is shown tha t free energy of formation of crystal 1 ine borates
(silicates, germanates) can be used for the estimation of various physical
properties of the corresponding glasses considered on the basis of the
model of ideal associated solutions.
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